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VANCOUVER – Technical Systems Testing (TST) and the jurisdictions of Gibraltar and Peru
are working closely together to ensure that licensees gaming systems are fair, secure and
auditable. In the second and third quarter of 2007 respectively, TST received its accreditation
as a third party independent Test Facility in each region thus continuing to expand the
company’s accreditation base throughout Europe and into South America.
Due to mass interest from TST’s clients and regulatory development of Terrestrial (traditional /
land based) gaming in South America, TST has expanded and will continue to expand its
accreditation within the southern region of the Americas. TST’s CTO Mr. Noah Turner says,
“TST’s accreditation in Peru is an exciting step for us to enter the South American market. In
addition to responding to our existing client’s needs, TST looks forward to many upcoming
opportunities to expand its client base and work with new gaming manufacturers and
suppliers to fulfil their needs as well”.
TST’s accreditation in Gibraltar was equally important and TST looks forward to continuing to
support the Gibraltar Regulatory Authority. As a world leader in interactive gaming testing
and consultation, the organization views the accreditation as another milestone in the
company’s wide list of approved interactive gaming jurisdictions. Mr. Salim L. Adatia, TST’s
CEO, explained “Gibraltar rates up there with the world’s ‘first-tier’ highly regulated
jurisdictions, and the opportunity to offer both existing and new clients in the region the high
quality services we are well known for is by far the biggest advantage this new accreditation
will bring to TST”.
TST looks forward to acquiring further accreditations in 2007 and 2008, and is currently
seeking and capitalizing on new opportunities to better fulfil clients’ needs. TST is also
proactively contributing its expertise to new and emerging jurisdictions’ regulatory regimes to
fulfil the industry wide demand for the highest integrity in testing and client support balanced
with business efficacy.
With over 14 years experience and worldwide recognition TST also services the industry
through strategic geographic offices located in Vancouver (Canada), Sydney and Melbourne
(Australia) and London (United Kingdom).
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